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A first of its kind: Siemens launches VarioBelt
TilterPlus
• State-of-the-art technology for three-way baggage sorting at airports
• High degree of modularity for easy expansion of sorting systems
• Different layout options possible

Siemens Logistics presents the new belt conveyor VarioBelt TilterPlus with an
unparalleled tilting device for efficient transport of baggage at airports. This
innovation has a highly functional mechanism capable of conveying baggage straight
ahead as well as to the left and the right. Since three directions are served with just
one sorting device, significantly less machines are required for a baggage handling
system – and that in turn means a smaller footprint.
“We support our customers with the most modern solutions for smooth business
processes,” says Michael Reichle, CEO of Siemens Logistics. “VarioBelt TilterPlus is
a groundbreaking product that makes baggage handling with belt conveyors even
more flexible – for both regional airports and international hubs.”
The VarioBelt TilterPlus allows airport operators a modular expansion of their
systems. They can thus adapt them to varying passenger volumes, as the situation
requires. In this case, the desired number of additional VarioBelt TilterPlus devices is
inserted into the existing sorting line; installation work can be carried out during
running operations.
Furthermore, VarioBelt TilterPlus offers different individual layout configurations.
Connectivity solutions at 90, 45 and 0 degrees without implementing curves are
possible to the connecting conveyor, which allows customers to make optimal use of
their space.
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Thanks to its modular structure, VarioBelt TilterPlus is extremely easy to maintain.
Components such as the drive drums, motors, and pulleys can be exchanged in a
short amount of time and are compatible with the Siemens VarioBelt conveyor
system. Airports that already employ this technology can use the spare parts they
have on hand also for VarioBelt TilterPlus.
Siemens Logistics’ newest development VarioBelt TilterPlus builds on the VarioBelt
conveying product line and therefore on decades of field experience. It expands the
portfolio of high-performing baggage handling systems from Siemens with an
extremely flexible solution.
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Siemens Logistics GmbH, headquartered in Constance, Germany, is a fully owned subsidiary of Siemens AG.
Siemens Logistics is a leading provider of innovative and high-performance products and solutions for mail and parcel
automation; for airport logistics including baggage and cargo handling; and for the digitalization of logistics processes
using high-end software. Comprehensive customer service completes the portfolio. Siemens Logistics is represented
worldwide through its regional companies and active in more than 60 countries. Major customers include renowned
airports as well as postal and parcel service providers around the globe. Further information is available online at
www.siemens-logistics.com.
Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 170 years. Active around the world, the company focuses
on intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed energy systems and on automation and digitalization in the
process and manufacturing industries. Siemens brings together the digital and physical worlds to benefit customers and
society. Through Mobility, a leading supplier of intelligent mobility solutions for rail and road transport, Siemens is
helping to shape the world market for passenger and freight services. Via its majority stake in the publicly listed
company Siemens Healthineers, Siemens is also a world-leading supplier of medical technology and digital health
services. In addition, Siemens holds a minority stake in Siemens Energy, a global leader in the transmission and
generation of electrical power that has been listed on the stock exchange since September 28, 2020.
In fiscal 2020, which ended on September 30, 2020, the Siemens Group generated revenue of €55.3 billion and net
income of €4.2 billion. As of September 30, 2020, the company had around 293,000 employees worldwide. Further
information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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